Cognition, heuristics, and
biases behind
environment-related
behaviours
We read with great interest Matthieu
Guitton and Julien Poitras’ Comment1
published in The Lancet Planetary
Health, and we would like to reinforce
the importance of environmental
education for health professionals.
Particularly, some health disciplines—
such as Psychology, which is often
neglected in this field—might have
a cardinal role in environmental
protection because they can help to
support the delicate and long process
of changing people’s attitudes and
behaviours for the protection of the
environment they live in. We agree
that environmental control has to be
taken more seriously by governmental
leaders. However, we think that
society must be encouraged and
inspired to understand environmental
changes as well as to act proactively to
safeguard the environment.2
Evidence suggests that technical and
industrial practices and governmental policies
are inadequate in supporting environmental
control. To avoid these inadequacies, practices
and policies have to take into consideration
people’s behaviours.
Surely, directives have to go
hand-in-hand with people’s behaviours.
People have to be taught how to
infer and react to often confounding
technical, governmental, and public
information. Psychology is attentive,
through its careful scientific research on
behaviour, and might assist individuals
in processing and responding
effectively to the information about
inherent multifaceted environmental
challenges, such as the safeguard of
the environment in which individuals live in.3

Yet even with appropriate
knowledge about how to protect
the environment and a professed
intention to do so, many people still
do not behave in a coherent way toward
environment protection. There is
often a substantial difference between
peoples’ self-reported knowledge,
beliefs, thoughts, and intents, as
well as their observable behaviour.4–5
Why does this difference exist? By
drawing on important insights
from psychology, particularly from
cognitive psychology; an understanding of the
key cognitive processes—
such as biases, heuristics, and
motivational factors—might help
explain why environment-related
behaviour is frequently discordant
between personal beliefs and people’s
intentions. The understanding of these
psychological mechanisms can help
design more cost-effective and
successful interventions to encourage
more appropriate behaviours among
people.
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